
Quest  
No matter how much you devour the contemporary dishes or feast on the popular junk food 
items every once in a while you cant help but miss your grandmas potpourri of flavours. Join 
our unbridled enthusiasm on Quest to revive such age old recipes that are long forgotten and 
buried by the modern world. 
 
Episode No. 1 
There's nothing quite like old fashioned recipes to warm the soul;comfort dishes that evoke 
happy memories from childhood, days spent with your mother or grandma in the kitchen, 
nights sitting down with Dad (or Mom) when he came home from work. Join Alex in her 
Quest to dig out these old secrets from Delhi 
 
Episode No. 2 
Take a stroll down the lanes of Delhi & indulge in some comfort food & also discover old 
favorite receipes to share and keep in Quest. 
 
Episode No. 3 
Delhi's Mughlai cuisine. Some people call them Retro dishes but to us it's just good old 
comfort food that never goes out of style. Enjoy Quest. 
 
Episode No. 4 
The aroma of the simple food cooked over slow fire. Relive those happy taste-bud moments 
in Amritsar in Quest 
 
Episode No. 5 
You won't find anything more comforting than food made from scratch.Join Alex in 
Hoshiarpur as she finds old cuisines 
 
Episode No. 6 
Lucknow a city of nawabs where the cuisine is as rich as its history. Treat your taste buds 
with on a Lucknowi feast only on Quest. 
 
Episode No. 7 
The spices used in Lucknowi recipes were a matter of both social fashion and social prestige. 
The cooks were quite adventurous with their recipes and cooking.Discover some of this 
amazing food in Quest. 
 
Episode No. 8 
Take a stroll down the lanes of Lucknow & indulge in some comfort food & also discover old 
favorite receipes to share and keep in Quest. 
 
Episode No. 9 
Rewa - The princely state in India. Enjoy the mesmerizing treat of Chicken Shikari, in the 
Maharaja Style along with mouth watering starter Indrahaar exclusively only on Quest. 



Episode No. 10 
A Perfect mixture of tradition and modernity - The Jorhat City in Assam. 
Introducing all the delicious, fresh taste and healthy cuisines of Assam, revealing more with 
Alex only on Quest. 
 
Episode No.11 
Turn yourself to the east of India. Beautiful Nagaland with delicious smoked food. The aroma 
of smoked food which will directly take you to Nagaland. 
 
Episode No. 12 
Journey continues to Eastern Indian- Shillong the home of pleasant whether. 
Shillong famous for vintage food. Food with special taste. Smoked food that lingers in your 
mouth. 
 
Episode No. 13 
With all adventurous twists and turns through beautiful hills, rivers & valleys continuing my 
journey to Shillong. Now I discover the amazing taste of Shillong cuisine.  



Quest  
No matter how much you devour the contemporary dishes or feast on the popular junk food 
items every once in a while you cant help but miss your grandmas potpourri of flavours. Join 
our unbridled enthusiasm on Quest to revive such age old recipes that are long forgotten and 
buried by the modern world. 
 
Episode No. 14 
Taking you to an interesting place in Bengal-Kolkata, to discover the mouth watery forgotten 
dishes of Bengal. Bengal is not only famous for sweets but also for its cuisine, specially fish. 
It' s magical taste lasts forever.                               
  
Episode No. 15 
Traveling on the banks of river Hooghly, preserving priceless vintage dishes.  
Treat yourself with the amazing food style of Srirangpur, West Bengal. Accompany us to 
travel for taste on Quest. 
  
Episode No. 16 
Sweets are really integrity of one's life. Add more sweetness to your life with us. Inviting you 
to join us on this journey to Kolkata, West Bengal. Introducing the unseen delicacies of 
Bengal on Quest. 
 
Episode No. 17 
The aroma of the simple food cooked over slow fire. Relive those happy taste-bud moments 
in Jaipur on Quest. 
 
Episode No. 18 
Entering the pink city Jaipur to preserve the forgotten dishes. Recipes which make the dish an 
epic. Let your tongue taste the hidden beauty of meal. 
  
Episode No. 19 
Touring you to a different state, to discover the authentic and forgotten recipes of Rajasthan. 
Revealing the cuisine of Sodabas, a Rajasthani delicacies.  
 
Episode No. 20 
Lose yourself in the wonderful cuisines of Rajasthan, enjoy the mesmerizing dishes from 
Sikadi Murgi to Achaari Aloo. The unforgettable taste only on Quest. 
  
Episode No. 21 
There's nothing quite like Vintage recipes to warm the soul;comfort dishes that evoke happy 
memories from childhood . A unique style of cuisines filled with flavours, join Alex in her 
Quest to dig out these old secrets from Rajasthan 
 
 
 



Episode No. 22  
You won't find anything more comforting than food made from scratch.Join Alex in 
Rajasthan as she finds old cuisines. 
  
Episode No. 23 
Welcome to Jaipur where we find recipes of social fashion and social prestige. Tempting 
dishes with magical recipes. Discover some of this amazing food in Quest. 
 
Episode No. 24 
Food style and taste speaks for their place, visiting Bihar to revive some forgotten dishes. 
As "Old is gold ", try the oldest and awesome Saag recipe of Bihar , after traditional Bihari 
breakfast.  
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